
There are many benefits to using the 
Performance Plus Floor Maintenance Pad 
line.  Manufactured to provide superior 
performance, plus excellent value. The full line 
of professional floor maintenance pads will 
fulfill all of your floor care needs. Compare 
and prepare to be favorably impressed.

www.performanceplus-products.com

performance plus floor & hand pads
burnishing, polishing, scrubbing & stripping
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**Always follow your machine manufacturer’s instructions, and follow safety guidelines.

HOW TO:
CLEANING & SCRUBBING

When scrubbing a floor, one is “stripping” only the dirt 
and scuff marks off of a floor surface. 

In order to scrub a floor effectively, you want to maxi-
mize your scrubbing time.  A good path to follow is to 
start scrubbing tight up against the wall (or other outer 
boundary) on your first pass.  As you reach the end and 
turn to comeback, you will want to make a wide sweeping 
turn.  This will allow the assembly on your auto scrubber 
to recover any solution put down.  Do not go to the other 
outer boundary, instead cut the area in half, and go down 
the middle of the floor.
As you continue to scrub, the second pass will be just 
inside your first pass, and when you come back, go just 
outside the return pass that cut the room in half.

This approach will keep you scrubbing, with no wasted 
movement or going back over areas to pick up the solu-
tion the squeegee missed.  

*For heavy soiled floors, you may want to do a “double 
scrub”.  Just leave the squeegee in the up position and 
do not turn on the vacuum motor.  Do one pass over the 
entire floor with just scrubbing, then come back with the 
squeegee down and vacuum motors on recovering solu-
tion while you scrub again for the second time.
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TYPE ITEM # PACK MACHINE 
RPM SHAPE SIZE COLOR ATTRIBUTES

CLEANER PAD PBLU13 5/CS 175-350 ROUND 13” BLUE REMOVES HEAVY DIRT

CLEANER PAD PBLU17 5/CS 175-350 ROUND 17” BLUE REMOVES HEAVY DIRT

CLEANER PAD PBLU19 5/CS 175-350 ROUND 19” BLUE REMOVES HEAVY DIRT

CLEANER PAD PBLU20 5/CS 175-350 ROUND 20” BLUE REMOVES HEAVY DIRT

SCRUBBER PAD PGRE19 5/CS 175-350 ROUND 19” GREEN REMOVES HEAVY DIRT

SCRUBBER PAD PGRE20 5/CS 175-350 ROUND 20” GREEN REMOVES HEAVY DIRT

CLEANING & SCRUBBER 
FLOOR PADS
Designed for wet scrubbing and medium-duty spray 
cleaning, these pads will remove heavy dirt and scuff 
marks from most floor surfaces. Capable of removing 
the top layer of a floor’s finish, these pads are best 
used with 175-350 RPM machines.

FLOOR SCRUBBING PADS:

Remove heavy dirt and scuff marks; can even be 
used for light stripping of old, soiled finish.  Use 
on VCT, VAT, Sheet Vinyl, Terrazzo, Granite and 
Concrete surfaces.

GET THE BEST VALUE OUT OF YOUR 
FINISH BY CHOOSING THE RIGHT FLOOR 
PADS FOR YOUR FLOOR CARE PROGRAM!

Look for this symbol for tips and 
tricks for your floor care program
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FLOOR STRIPPING PADS:

BLACK STRIP FLOOR PAD
Designed for heavy-duty wet stripping, these pads 
have a very aggressive texture and are optimal for 
removing wax, dirt and any finish. Tough, durable and 
built to perform, these pads are best used with 175-
300 RPM machines.

HIGH PERFORMANCE 
STRIPPING FLOOR PAD
The most abrasive stripping pad, tear resistant and long 
wearing. Highly aggressive, a wide open mesh construc-
tion allows solutions to flow through these 5/8” pads 
without loading or build - up. These pads are best used 
with 175-300 RPM machines.

TYPE ITEM # PACK MACHINE 
RPM SHAPE SIZE COLOR ATTRIBUTES

STRIPPING PAD PBLA12 * 5/CS 175-300 ROUND 12” BLACK VERY AGGRESSIVE

STRIPPING PAD PBLA13 * 5/CS 175-300 ROUND 13” BLACK VERY AGGRESSIVE

STRIPPING PAD PBLA14 * 5/CS 175-300 ROUND 14” BLACK VERY AGGRESSIVE

STRIPPING PAD PBLA17 5/CS 175-300 ROUND 17” BLACK VERY AGGRESSIVE

STRIPPING PAD PBLA19 * 5/CS 175-300 ROUND 19” BLACK VERY AGGRESSIVE

STRIPPING PAD PBLA20 5/CS 175-300 ROUND 20” BLACK VERY AGGRESSIVE

STRIPPING PAD PEME17 * 5/CS 175-300 ROUND 17” EMERALD MOST ABRASIVE, HIGH PERFORMANCE

STRIPPING PAD PEME20 5/CS 175-300 ROUND 20” EMERALD MOST ABRASIVE, HIGH PERFORMANCE

After giving your floors a though clean-
ing, you may notice deep scratches, stuck 
on dirt, or other worn down areas.  Strip-
ping the floor removes worn down, deep 
scratches or embedded dirt, and creates 
the foundation for a fresh, new layer. 

Completely removes finish, sealer, waxes 
and dirt so you can totally refinish your 
floor.  Use on VCT, VAT, Sheet Vinyl, Terrazzo, 
Granite and Concrete surfaces.

HOW TO:
STRIPPING A FLOOR

The first step when stripping a floor is to ensure the 
proper safety precautions are followed.  Refer to your 
stripping solution for handling procedures and make 
sure to wear the proper protective gear.

Prepare your stripping solution in a bucket according to 
the manufacturer’s directions (some solutions can go 
into a bucket with a can liner for easier clean-up).  Apply 
a generous amount of your stripping solution with a mop 
to the area you intend on loosening the finish and let 
sit approximately 10 minutes (always following stripper 
instructions).  Work in small enough sections so that the 
solution does not dry completely.  

Attach the proper pad to either your auto scrubber or 
buffing machine.  Stripping pads will effectively “cut” the 
finish off a floor, though some areas will require several 
passes to strip the floor completely of the old finish.  Flip 
over or replace the pads as needed. 

Use utility holders and pads to get into the hard to reach 
areas and along baseboards.  You may need to also 
clean the baseboards after with a baseboard stripper or 
cleaner.

Once a satisfactory amount of finish has been loosened, 
proceed with picking up the stripping solution, either 
with a mop or a wet stripper vac.  Do not let the solution 
dry on the floor surface before removing.

Rinse and dry the floor.  You can utilize a floor stripping 
neutralizer (following the finish manufacturer’s direc-
tions).  Make sure you use a clean floor pad, if utilizing 
an auto scrubber or buffer for this step. Wipe down all 
baseboards and corners to ensure all stripping solution 
is removed.  Rinse the floor one or two more times with 
a clean water rinse and clean buckets and mop heads.

All solution tanks, mops, buckets, squeegees and hoses 
must be throughly cleaned.  If the stripping solution is 
allowed to dry it will start to solidify.
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If the surface of a �oor is in need of bu�ng, burnishing or polishing; the scratched, 
pitted and dented �nish will look like hills and valleys on a microscopic level.

This makes light re�ect in many di�erent directions, making the �oor appear dull.

After the surface of a �oor is polished, bu�ed or burnished, the �nish will be more even,
getting rid of any scratches, pits or dents previously on the surface.

This smooth, �at surface helps light re�ect up in one direction, with no distortion.
Making the appearance of the �oor shiny.

TAN BUFFING FLOOR PAD
The perfect pad for light cleaning and dry buffing. 
Removes scuff and black heel marks while 
producing a high gloss shine. Use with 350-800 
RPM machines.

BUFFING FLOOR PADS:
RED BUFFING FLOOR PAD
These pads restore glossy finishes while remov-
ing the scuff-marks and dirt associated with 
medium traffic areas. Ideal for automatic scrub-
bing or use with 350-800 RPM machines, these 
pads can be used for both dry or spray buffing to 
produce a  sparkling shine.

**Also see “Rectangle Pads” for more buffing pads

TYPE ITEM # PACK MACHINE 
RPM SHAPE SIZE COLOR ATTRIBUTES

BUFFING PAD PRED12 * 5/CS 350-800 ROUND 12” RED RESTORE GLOSSY FINISHES

BUFFING PAD PRED13 5/CS 350-800 ROUND 13” RED RESTORE GLOSSY FINISHES

BUFFING PAD PRED14 5/CS 350-800 ROUND 14” RED RESTORE GLOSSY FINISHES

BUFFING PAD PRED16 5/CS 350-800 ROUND 16” RED RESTORE GLOSSY FINISHES

BUFFING PAD PRED17 5/CS 350-800 ROUND 17” RED RESTORE GLOSSY FINISHES

BUFFING PAD PRED19 * 5/CS 350-800 ROUND 19” RED RESTORE GLOSSY FINISHES

BUFFING PAD PRED20 5/CS 350-800 ROUND 20” RED RESTORE GLOSSY FINISHES

BUFFING PAD PTAN20 5/CS 350-800 ROUND 20” TAN PRODUCES A HIGH GLOSS

Remove light scuff marks and dirt while pro-
ducing a sparkling shine.  Use on VCT, VAT, Sheet 
Vinyl, Terrazzo, Granite and Concrete surfaces.

HOW TO:
BUFF A FLOOR

When wet buffing a floor, there are several ways to apply 
the floor restoring solution.  The most popular are to 1. 
Use a bucket and mop the solution onto the floor before 
buffing. Or, 2. Fill a spray bottle with the solution and 
spray down in front of your machine as you buff.  You can 
also do a combination of these.

The action will change, depending on the buffing machine 
you are using (please refer to the manufacturer’s operat-
ing instructions).

Remember to change pads often and use them on both 
sides.  If a pad becomes bogged down with buffing solu-
tion, debris or wax, it will not continue to polish at a high 
rate.  You’ll want to continue to spray down solution and 
buff it out until the floor loses the haze it had, and starts to 
shine.  Overlapping each buffing pass can only help add to 
the shine of the floor, and help ensure no area is missed.

Dust mop then wet mop, or scrub it with an auto scrubber, 
to pick up any dust that was created from buffing.  Take all 
pads and rinse them out thoroughly, and set upright to dry.
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**Always follow your machine manufacturer’s instructions, and follow safety guidelines.

HOW TO:
BURNISHING A FLOOR

The first step when burnishing a floor is to ensure the area 
is free of debris and dirt.  A simple dust mop or wet mop 
of the area should suffice. Starting with a clean floor will 
prevent dirt from being ground into the finish and allow you 
to achieve the highest level of shine. 

Pick the correct burnishing pad for either dry or wet bur-
nishing.  If wet burnishing, check the specifications on your 
burnisher to determine what method of finish restorer solu-
tion application is called for.  Generally, this will be either 1. 
wet mopping 2. spray bottle or a 3. polishing cream.

Most burnishers will move in a forward and reverse motion.  
When burnishing a floor, use a pattern that allows for some 
overlapping on each pass to achieve the highest level of 
shine.  It is a good idea to change your pads often so they 
do not load up with debris.  If you start to notice you are not 
achieving the same results as you were with a fresh pad, it 
is time to either flip that pad over, or get a new one.

Dust mop and then wet mop the entire area that was bur-
nished, or scrub it with an auto scrubber, to pick up any dust 
that was created from the high speed polishing. Take all 
pads and rinse them out thoroughly, and set upright to dry.

BURNISHING FLOOR PADS:

TYPE ITEM # PACK MACHINE 
RPM SHAPE SIZE COLOR ATTRIBUTES

POLY THERMAL BURNISHING PAD PBEI20 5/CS
UP TO 
3000

ROUND 20” BEIGE SOFT TO MEDIUM SURFACES

POLY THERMAL BURNISHING PAD PBEI27 2/CS
UP TO 
3000

ROUND 27” BEIGE SOFT TO MEDIUM SURFACES

NATURAL LIGHT HAIR BURNISHING PAD PNHL19 * 5/CS
UP TO 
3000

ROUND 19” NATURAL YIELDS “WET LOOK” FINISH

NATURAL LIGHT HAIR BURNISHING PAD PNHL20 5/CS
UP TO 
3000

ROUND 20” NATURAL YIELDS “WET LOOK” FINISH

NATURAL LIGHT HAIR BURNISHING PAD PNHL24 * 5/CS
UP TO 
3000

ROUND 24” NATURAL YIELDS “WET LOOK” FINISH

NATURAL LIGHT HAIR BURNISHING PAD PNHL27 2/CS
UP TO 
3000

ROUND 27” NATURAL YIELDS “WET LOOK” FINISH

NATURAL MEDIUM HAIR BURNISHING PAD PNHM19 * 5/CS 1500-3000 ROUND 19” NATURAL MEDIUM TO HARD SURFACES

NATURAL MEDIUM HAIR BURNISHING PAD PNHM20 5/CS 1500-3000 ROUND 20” NATURAL MEDIUM TO HARD SURFACES

NATURAL MEDIUM HAIR BURNISHING PAD PNHM27 2/CS 1500-3000 ROUND 27” NATURAL MEDIUM TO HARD SURFACES

NATURAL HEAVY HAIR BURNISHING PAD PNHH19 * 5/CS
UP TO 
3000

ROUND 19” NATURAL MOST AGGRESSIVE

NATURAL HEAVY HAIR BURNISHING PAD PNHH20 * 5/CS
UP TO 
3000

ROUND 20” NATURAL MOST AGGRESSIVE

NATURAL HEAVY HAIR BURNISHING PAD PNHH27 2/CS
UP TO 
3000

ROUND 20” NATURAL MOST AGGRESSIVE

LIGHT BURNISHING PAD PLBL20 5/CS
UP TO 
3000

ROUND 20” LIGHT BLUE SOFT TO MEDIUM SURFACES

BEIGE BURNISHING
Performance Plus Beige Floor Pads are designed to 
stand up to the high heat and strength required with 
propane burnishing, these UHS Pads yield very high-
gloss finishes Best used on machines up to 3000 
RPM, these pads are best used on soft to medium 
surfaces.

LIGHT HAIR BURNISHING
Performance Plus Light Hair Burnishing Floor Pads 
are a controlled blend of polyester and natural hair 
fibers. This versatile UHS Pad takes advantage of 
the lubricating effects of natural hair. Yielding a “wet 
look” finish while providing strength and durability, 
these pads are best with machines up to 3000 RPM.

MEDIUM HAIR BURNISHING
Performance Plus Medium Hair Burnishing Floor 
Pads are a heavy blend of natural hair and polyester 
fibers. These aggressive Burnishing Pads are best 
suited for medium to hard finishes and are best used 
on machines from 1500 to 3000 RPM.

HEAVY HAIR BURNISHING
The most aggressive Burnishing Pad available, these 
pads offer the ideal combination of natural hair and 
synthetic fiber to provide a “wet-look” shine. These 
pads are best used on machines up to 3000 RPM.
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**Always follow your machine manufacturer’s instructions, and follow safety guidelines.

WHITE POLISHING 
FLOOR PAD
Extra-fine polishing pad is formulated for use on clean, 
dry floors. A fine water mist can be used to produce a 
high-gloss wet look. Best used on 350-800 RPM ma-
chines, these thick pads are also ideal for polishing 
soft waves on wood floors.

FLOOR POLISHING PADS:

TYPE ITEM # PACK MACHINE RPM SHAPE SIZE COLOR ATTRIBUTES
POLISHING PAD PWH12 * 5/CS 350-800 ROUND 12” WHITE EXTRA FINE POLISHING

POLISHING PAD PWH13 * 5/CS 350-800 ROUND 13” WHITE EXTRA FINE POLISHING

POLISHING PAD PWH14 * 5/CS 350-800 ROUND 14” WHITE EXTRA FINE POLISHING

POLISHING PAD PWH17 5/CS 350-800 ROUND 17” WHITE EXTRA FINE POLISHING

POLISHING PAD PWH19 * 5/CS 350-800 ROUND 19” WHITE EXTRA FINE POLISHING

POLISHING PAD PWH20 5/CS 350-800 ROUND 20” WHITE EXTRA FINE POLISHING

POLISHING PAD PWH24 * 5/CS 350-800 ROUND 24” WHITE EXTRA FINE POLISHING

POLISHING PAD PWH27-5 * 5/CS 350-800 ROUND 27” WHITE EXTRA FINE POLISHING

Used to add a sleek gloss to 
newly finished floors.  Use on VCT, 
VAT, Sheet Vinyl, Terrazzo, Granite 
and Concrete surfaces.

FLOOR CONDITIONING PADS:
ROUND CONDITIONING PADS
This general purpose conditioning pad is designed for 
dry stripping, cleaning and general surface condition-
ing. Best suited for between coats finishing of wood 
floor surfaces. Thin Line pads are 3/8” thick. Use with 
175-300 RPM machines.

**Also see “Rectangle Pads” for more conditioning pads

TYPE ITEM # PACK MACHINE RPM SHAPE SIZE COLOR ATTRIBUTES

CONDITIONING PAD PMAR17 10/CS 175-300 ROUND 17” MAROON
CLEANS & CONDITIONS 
WORN FLOORS

CONDITIONING PAD PMAR20 10/CS 175-300 ROUND 20” MAROON
CLEANS & CONDITIONS 
WORN FLOORS

Smooth, clean and condition floors.  
Use on VCT, and Wood surfaces.

TYPE ITEM # PACK SHAPE SIZE COLOR ATTRIBUTES

CONDITIONING PAD PMAR1420 10/CS RECTANGLE 14” X 20” MAROON CLEANS & CONDITIONS WORN FLOORS

BUFFING PAD PRED1420 5/CS RECTANGLE 14” X 20” RED RESTORE GLOSSY FINISHES

RECTANGLE FLOOR PADS
Rectangular Floor Pads is designed for use with all rect-
angle shaped machines & Clarke® Boost™ Orbital Floor 
Machines. These pads are built to perform at a high level 
when used with the orbital action of these machines.

RECTANGLE FLOOR PADS:
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UTILITY PADS & HOLDER
Utility Pads & Holders are a necessary addition 
to any floor cleaning arsenal. Able to reach into 
the small spaces and hard to reach areas that 
rotary floor pads miss, rectangular Utility Pads 
mounted on 180° Swivel Holders offer the same 
high-quality cleaning and finishing materials as 
our standard size floor pads.

UTILITY PADS & HOLDERS:

TYPE ITEM # PACK MACHINE RPM SHAPE SIZE COLOR
UTILITY PAD HOLDER, SWIVEL JOINT PHLD618 1/EA N/A N/A USE WITH 4X10” PADS N/A

UTILITY PAD PWH621 20/CS N/A RECTANGLE 4X10” WHITE

UTILITY PAD PBRW631 20/CS N/A RECTANGLE 4X10” BROWN

WHY DO YOU NEED TO USE 
HAND UTILITY PADS?

Utility Pads are used with the Holder in order to get into 
the hard to reach spots, that a machine cannot cover.  This 
includes corners and along baseboards.  These can also be 
used to spot clean etc.

STAINLESS STEEL SCRUBBER
Stainless Steel with wide-band construction.  
This is the strongest and longest-lasting stainless 
steel scrubber available.  Will not rust or splinter.

SCRUBBING SPONGE
This yellow cellulose sponge is backed with a 
medium duty green pad for general cleaning.  
Works well on ovens, walls, counter-tops, sinks, 
bathrooms, and anywhere else medium duty 
cleaning is required.  Anti-microbial treated and 
individually wrapped for convenience.

SCRUBBING HAND PADS
Made with poly blend construction, the Medium 
Duty Pad is great for general purpose cleaning.  
Rinses clean and lasts longer.

The Heavy Duty pad is made with a thick poly 
blend construction with heavy-duty abrasive.  
Rugged and flexible, great for corners and hard to 
reach areas.  Use where heavy aggressive action 
is required.

TYPE ITEM # PACK MACHINE RPM SHAPE SIZE COLOR
SCRUBBER HAND PAD          
MEDIUM DUTY

PGRE96 20/CS N/A RECTANGLE 6X9” GREEN

SCRUBBER HAND PAD            
HEAVY DUTY

PGRE86 18/CS N/A RECTANGLE 6X9” GREEN

SCRUBBING SPONGE PGRE74 20/CS N/A RECTANGLE 3.25X6.25” GREEN/YELLOW

STAINLESS STEEL SCRUBBERS PPB43450 72/CS N/A N/A 50 GRAM STAINLESS STEEL

SCRUBBING HAND PADS, SCRUBBING SPONGE,
STAINLESS STEEL SCRUBBER:

These items can be used for a vari-
ety of different cleaning processes.  
Great for everyday, and food ser-
vice applications too!



Never miss a chance to make a great first impression, with superior products
that offer a high quality clean with performance plus value!

www.performanceplus-products.com

Visit our website!


